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California implemented several important election reforms at the start of this
decade. Each was intended in part to promote more flexible, moderate decisionmaking among California’s elected officials in an era of increasingly
acrimonious partisan conflict. This report looks at the moderating effect of
three reforms: the shift of authority to draw legislative and congressional
districts from the state legislature to an independent redistricting commission;
the loosening of term limits for state legislators; and a highly open “top two”
primary system.
This report does not take a position on whether moderation ought to have been
a goal of these reforms, but it does explore whether moderation was one of
their effects. Were politicians elected after the reforms more moderate, on
average, than the ones elected before? To what extent can we attribute these
changes to one reform or another?
There are many ways to define “moderation.” In the context of this analysis, a
legislator’s moderation is his or her willingness to vote with different political
factions when bills come to a vote on the chamber floor (i.e., after being
reported out of committee). The report offers the following conclusions about
the impact of reform on moderation:
 The Democratic caucus in California’s state legislature is somewhat
more moderate under the reforms. The Democratic congressional
delegation is also slightly more moderate, but there is no evidence of
increased moderation among Republicans in either the congressional
delegation or the state legislature.
 The increased moderation among Democrats is likely the combined
effect of all three reforms—each appears to have had at least some
effect on moderation in the Democratic legislative caucus.
 The increased moderation of California’s Democratic legislators
becomes more significant in relation to their counterparts in other states,
who have become considerably more liberal over this same period.
 Democratic moderation does not appear to reflect a shift in
donation strategies. California’s Democratic legislative caucus has not
received a significantly larger share of its campaign money from
traditionally Republican sources after the reforms.
Overall, then, the reforms appear to have had a small combined effect on
moderation in California’s representation, which takes on a larger significance
in the context of other states. The significantly larger impact on Democrats
in the state legislature leaves important questions about the reason for that
concentrated effect, since it does not seem to be linked to campaign
contributions from conservative sources. However, the reforms are still new;
their role and effect are likely to become clearer over time.
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Introduction
At the end of the last decade, California voters endorsed several reforms that altered some basic rules of
representation in the Golden State. In 2008 they passed Proposition 11, which shifted authority to draw state
legislative and board of equalization districts from the state legislature to an independent commission, a success
that came after four previous defeats (McGhee 2015). In 2010, Proposition 20 extended this reform to
congressional districts and passed with 61 percent of the vote.
Redistricting reform was only the beginning. Voters relaxed the state’s term limits with Proposition 28 in 2012,
enabling legislators elected after the reform to serve up to 12 years in a single chamber. And as part of a budget
deal in 2009, the legislature agreed to put a “top two” primary system on the 2010 primary ballot. The top-two
system—which allows voters to choose any candidate in the primary regardless of party, and advances the top
two vote getters, again regardless of party—passed with 54 percent of the vote.
These reforms were in part a response to deepening concerns about divisions among California’s elected officials.
The legislature had grown increasingly divided by party, to the point where it had become one of the most
polarized in the country. Passing the budget with the necessary two-thirds vote had become more difficult, and the
state legislature was criticized for favoring conflict over deal-making. The California congressional delegation
had also become polarized, in line with Congress as a whole.
Each reform had the potential to address these developments in a different way. Independent redistricting had the
potential to introduce more competition into fall general elections. Relaxed term limits could lengthen the time
horizon for individual legislators. And primary reform could diversify the group of voters choosing the nominees. 1
This report assesses the impact of the reforms on moderation. The time is ripe for such an evaluation. There are
now three elections under the new redistricting maps and the top-two primary, and virtually the entire legislature
is now covered by the new term limits. Moreover, the reforms are still being debated. The redistricting commission
and the top-two primary are being considered by other states; at the same time, there has been at least one attempt
to revoke the top two in California (Hart 2017).
All the same, it is challenging to evaluate these reforms. All three applied for the first time in 2012, complicating
the task of distinguishing the separate effects of each. Also, moderation is a slippery concept—it can mean
different things to different people—so defining it clearly will be important. Nor was moderation the only
rationale for these reforms. For example, redistricting reform was promoted as a way to end self-dealing
(legislators drawing their own districts); primary reform was promoted as a way to expand voter choice; and term
limits reform was presented as a way to augment expertise in the legislature. To evaluate the reforms in terms of
the moderation of elected representatives necessarily narrows the range of potential effects.
More generally, given that the report evaluates reforms in a single state over just three elections, it is possible that
any changes we observe were due to chance alone. California’s high polarization before the reforms makes this

1 For example, the ballot argument in favor of Proposition 11, the first redistricting commission initiative, asserted that “[m]any of the problems we face in California
are a direct result of politicians not being accountable to voters. When they draw their own districts, we end up with gridlock and nothing gets done” (“Official Voter
Information Guide, November 4, 2008 Statewide General Election,” 2008). The ballot argument for Proposition 14, the top-two primary initiative, said that “the
politicians would rather stick to their rigid partisan positions and appease the special interests than work together to solve California's problems,” and encouraged a yes
vote to “[r]educe gridlock by electing the best candidates…regardless of party” (“Official Voter Information Guide, June 8, 2010 Statewide Direct Primary Election”
2010). The ballot arguments for term limits reform were less clearly tied to polarization, but they did note that “[l]egislators who are jumping from office to office
aren't focused on learning their job. This leaves legislators ill-prepared to stand up to more experienced special interest lobbyists and take on the big issues and
challenges facing our state” (“Official Voter Information Guide, June 5, 2012 Presidential Primary Election” 2012).
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caveat especially important. Prior to reform the party caucuses may have been as polarized as they were likely to
become, leaving one or both more likely to move toward the center with or without the reforms.
I begin by determining whether members of the legislature and congressional delegation have been more
moderate after 2012 than before it, regardless of the reason. I then try to disentangle the moderating influence of
each reform. Finally, I consider one potential explanation of my findings, examining the possibility that
Democratic moderation has been influenced by a shift in the dynamics of campaign finance donations.
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What Is Moderation?
Political moderation in a public servant can mean many things. It might mean a set of policy positions that would
be considered “moderate” no matter who supported them, because of their approach and aims. It might mean a
tendency to support cautious policy that makes few changes to the status quo, even if that status quo is extreme. It
might mean a pragmatic willingness to make deals under the right conditions even while taking extreme positions
on most issues. Or it might mean the willingness to side with different parties or political factions from one issue
to the next, or to support policies that mix the views of these factions.
In addition to how it is defined, there are a variety of ways it might manifest. Moderate legislators might take
moderate public positions during campaigns or while in office. They might promote moderate policies behind the
scenes, whether or not they end up supporting those policies publicly. Or they might vote for moderate bills but
avoid expressing public support or even work against those bills in private.
This report defines moderation in terms of the votes legislators cast on bills, scoring a legislator relative to how
other legislators are voting. It defines moderation as a willingness to align with different factions, as manifested in
votes on public roll calls. All of the measures used here take this basic approach, but each has its own strengths so
that together they paint a more complete picture. The measures are (see Technical Appendix A for details):
 Shor/McCarty ideology scores. A measure of state legislator ideology based in roll-call votes, adjusted
using a survey of legislative candidates to make the scores comparable across states (Shor and McCarty
2011). The scores rank legislators in the way that best explains their individual roll-call decisions. The
values tend to range from about -3 to 3, with higher values indicating more conservative legislators. The
comparability across states allows the California legislature to be placed in the context of the nation as a
whole. However, the measure assigns legislators one score that does not change as long as they serve in the
same legislative chamber, making some comparisons difficult or impossible.
 Adjusted Chamber of Commerce scores. The Chamber of Commerce (the “Chamber”) tracks the
positions taken by legislators on a set of bills it considers to be important. Each legislator is then assigned a
score that indicates the percentage of these votes where the legislator supports the Chamber’s position.
These Chamber scores are adjusted here to account for changes in the average and range of scores from one
legislative session to the next (Groseclose et al. 1999). This produces new scores that measure a legislator’s
support for the Chamber relative to other legislators. Because these scores can change over time and are
based on a substantive set of issues, they address the limitations of the Shor/McCarty measure. However,
they are not comparable across states.
 DW-Nominate ideology scores. This roll-call–based measure of ideology allows for some analysis of
representatives in the US Congress (Poole and Rosenthal 1997). Like Shor/McCarty scores, the values tend
to range from about -3 to 3, with higher values indicating more conservative members of Congress. Unlike
Shor/McCarty scores, DW-Nominate scores can change over time.
This approach has certain implications. If a legislator’s roll-call record conflicts with his or her public statements,
the roll calls carry all the weight. If most bills in a particular session get overwhelming support, a legislator’s
ideology would be based on the subset of bills where legislators disagree. If a legislator joins extreme factions of
their own party on most bills but votes with the opposing party on high-profile bills, he or she will still be placed
at the extreme. As a practical matter, however, these different ideas of moderation tend to align: those who take
moderate public positions on issues also tend to vote like moderates on roll-call bills and to do so on high- and
low-profile issues.
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The Logic of Reform
Because the reforms promote moderation in different ways, their effects can be disentangled. Redistricting reform
seeks to encourage moderation by making districts more competitive. In theory, successful candidates in
competitive districts need support from more than one side of the political spectrum. The districts drawn by the
state legislature in 2001 protected incumbents of both parties from competition, and so arguably pulled legislators
toward the poles. But drawing more competitive districts does not change the way that districts with similar
partisan complexions are represented. A competitive district after the reform should elect someone about as
moderate as a competitive district before the reform, while strongly Republican and Democratic districts should
elect strong conservatives and liberals at about the same rates as before. What changes is the number of
competitive districts that might elect moderates.
By contrast, the new top-two primary aims to change the way competitive districts are represented. Under the
previous primary system, independents could usually vote in one party’s primary and opposing party members
could not cross party lines at all. The top-two primary allows voters to choose any candidate for each office,
regardless of their own party affiliations, making for a more ideologically diverse electorate. Moreover, the two
candidates receiving the most votes in a top-two primary advance to the general election, regardless of party.
When two candidates of the same party face each other, party cues are removed from the voting decision, which
potentially encourages even more cross-party voting. Thus, a competitive district should elect a more moderate
candidate after the reform than a similarly competitive district did before. The same should be true for districts
that are uncompetitive, since the primary electorate is more diverse in those districts as well. Candidates elected to
represent such districts might be less moderate than those from competitive districts but still more moderate than
those elected in a similar district before the reform.
Like the top two, relaxed term limits reform ought to increase moderation among all legislators, at least relative to
the competitiveness of their districts. Legislators who are constantly running for new offices with new
constituencies might need to rely on their party to help them gain traction, rather than building independent bases
of support. By contrast, legislators with more generous term limits might be able to build coalitions that are
relatively independent of the party, and so might support a more diverse range of policy ideas. 2 This effect should
be visible for any state legislator newly elected under the relaxed limits, but the new limits did not affect
continuing legislators and do not apply to the congressional delegation.
These different features can help isolate the likely causes of any observed increase in moderation. The
redistricting reform should have increased the number of moderates, but only because it increased the number of
competitive districts where moderates are more likely to be elected. To assess the impact of term limits, we can
compare the ideological positions of state legislators newly elected after the reform to those of continuing
legislators as well as those of US representatives (who are not subject to term limits). Finally, because the top two
should be encouraging more moderation among continuing and newly elected legislators from all types of
districts, any remaining increase in moderation once district competitiveness and freshman status are accounted
for can potentially be attributed to that reform. 3

2

It is also possible that legislators with longer limits would come to see things in a more nuanced way through experience, and would develop the relationships
necessary to build more diverse coalitions. Since we only have three election cycles under the new limits, it is not yet possible to examine these longer-term effects.
3 Proposition 25, which lowered the legislative threshold for passing a state budget from two-thirds to 50 percent, was implemented in 2011 and might also have
affected moderation. The logic behind such an effect is more tenuous than the logic behind other reforms, so I do not include it here. Technical Appendix A explores a
possible Proposition 25 effect and finds little evidence of it.
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Evidence of Reform Effects
I begin by looking at Shor/McCarty scores because they offer the broadest and most comparable notion of
ideology. Shor/McCarty scores assign legislators ideological values that collectively predict all roll-call votes as
accurately as possible. Legislators who frequently vote the same way receive similar scores. The average score for
a legislative caucus ranges from roughly -1.5 to 1.5. The ranking is all that matters: individual values on this scale
mean nothing by themselves, but higher values are always more conservative than lower (or negative) ones.
Moreover, the scores are comparable across all state legislatures and from one year to the next in the time period
studied here. Thus, comparisons are both possible and useful.
Figure 1 compares California’s Shor/McCarty ideology scores from 2004 to 2014 to those in other states. The
comparison suggests two conclusions. First, California’s legislative parties are ideologically farther apart than the
parties in virtually any other state. California’s Democratic caucus is among the most liberal in the country, while the
state’s Republican caucus is among the most conservative. Second, and more important for this report, the caucuses
were about as liberal or conservative after the reforms as they had been before them. To the extent they changed,
each caucus appeared to move in the expected direction: Republicans became slightly more liberal just after the
reform, and Democrats became somewhat more conservative. In other words, moderation increased in both parties.

FIGURE 1
California’s legislative caucuses are more moderate after reforms

SOURCE: Shor/McCarty Measuring American Legislatures ideal point data.
NOTES: Dark lines represent average ideology for Democrats and Republicans in the California legislature, while light lines represent the
same for other states. “Ideology Scores” come from Shor/McCarty ideal points, derived from roll-call votes projected into a common
ideological space created by the surveys from Project Vote Smart.

Figure 2 shows how the change in ideology in each legislative caucus compares with the partisan composition of
the districts each caucus represents, as measured by each district’s presidential vote. The circles designate
legislators elected for the first time before the reforms, and the solid dots represent legislators elected after the
reforms were implemented in 2012. Vertical distances represent differences in ideology. The straight lines
indicate average trends, with lighter lines showing trends before reform.
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The results shown in Figure 2 confirm that party matters. Republican and Democratic legislators are ideologically
distant from each other: the cloud of points for Republicans is always much higher than the cloud for Democrats.
Even in districts in the middle of the horizontal axis that have been represented by both parties, Republican
legislators are always more conservative than Democratic legislators.

FIGURE 2
The partisan composition of districts correlates with the ideological composition of the legislature before and after reform

SOURCE: Shor/McCarty Measuring American Legislatures ideal point data (ideology scores); Chris Tausanovitch and Chris Warshaw (district
presidential vote 2008); Daily Kos (district presidential vote 2012).
NOTE: Data cover legislators elected from 2004 through 2014.

Figure 2 also confirms that legislators of both parties who are elected from more Democratic districts tend to be
more liberal, as indicated by the upward and leftward tilt of the trend lines. The relationship is similar in both
parties and relatively modest, but still visible enough that it could be a factor if more competitive districts were
drawn.
The most important comparison in Figure 2 is between the circles (pre-reform) and the solid dots (post-reform). The
patterns before and after reform are very similar. These overlapping clouds of points and similar trend lines might
suggest that almost nothing had changed. But both caucuses do now have more members in the competitive range
near the middle of the graph. This would be consistent with a role for the redistricting reform. On the Democratic
side, there are possibly a few more post-reform legislators at higher (more conservative) values of ideology even in
uncompetitive districts. That would be consistent with either a term limits or primary reform effect.
Table 1 further explores the change in these ideology scores. The top half shows the simple difference between the
average scores, before and after, for each party. This comparison suggests only a small movement in a conservative
direction for Democrats, and even less movement for Republicans in the wrong direction: Republicans are slightly
more conservative than they were before the reforms. The final column provides the average difference between
similarly partisan districts—the effect once the impact of redistricting reform has been accounted for. The results
suggest a smaller effect for both parties but a much larger drop for Democrats than for Republicans.
The lower half of Table 1 presents similar information for a related measure of ideology, Chamber of Commerce
scores. The Chamber of Commerce promotes a low-tax, business-friendly regulatory environment, and it tracks
how often members support its agenda on bills that come up for a vote in the legislature. As mentioned above,
PPIC.ORG
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Chamber scores—unlike Shor/McCarty scores—are based on a particular set of issues and can change over time. I
have adjusted the scores so that they are comparable over time (Groseclose et al. 1999; see Technical Appendix A
for details).

TABLE 1
Democratic state legislators have moderated more than Republicans
Pre-reform
average

Post-reform
average

Difference
(post – pre)

Difference with
redistricting effects
removed

Democrats

-1.62

-1.53

0.09

0.03

Republicans

1.38

1.40

0.02

-0.01

Democrats

23.1

28.6

5.5*

4.0*

Republicans

91.1

92.9

1.8*

0.7

Shor/McCarty ideology scores

Chamber of Commerce scores

SOURCES: Shor/McCarty Measuring American Legislatures ideal point data (ideology scores); California Chamber of Commerce (Chamber
of Commerce scores); Chris Tausanovitch and Chris Warshaw (district presidential vote 2008); Daily Kos (district presidential vote 2012).
NOTES: Ideology scores come from Shor/McCarty ideal points, derived from roll-call votes projected into a common ideological space
created by the surveys from Project Vote Smart. Chamber of Commerce scores are adjusted to account for changes in the mean and
variance of scores over time, following the methodology of Groseclose et al. (1999). “Difference with redistricting effects removed”
represents the difference after matching pre-reform to post-reform on district presidential vote.
* Statistically significant at 95% confidence level

Like the Shor/McCarty scores, the Chamber of Commerce scores indicate that both Democrats and Republicans
have been somewhat more conservative since the reforms, and with a greater statistical confidence than the
Shor/McCarty results. Accounting for redistricting reform removes most of the effect for the Republicans and
lessens the impact on Democrats compared to the Shor/McCarty scores. Independent of redistricting reform, there
is a discernable increase in support for the Chamber of Commerce agenda among Democrats.
To separate the effects of the top two and term limits reforms, Table 2 separates Chamber of Commerce scores for
legislators who are continuing from those who are newly elected. Before the reforms, there was no real difference
between continuing and newly elected legislators of either party. After the reforms, newly elected Democratic
legislators have been significantly more supportive of the Chamber’s agenda. However, continuing Democrats
have also become more supportive of the Chamber, though to a lesser extent.
Neither change can be explained by the changing composition of the districts: district partisanship accounts for
only 2 percentage points of the 9.3 percent increase for newly elected Democrats and 0.7 points of the 3.6 percent
increase for continuing Democrats. The remaining 2.9 percent increase in support for the Chamber among
continuing Democrats cannot be the product of either the new term limits or redistricting reform. Through a
process of elimination, the top two becomes a more likely cause.
Note that we cannot follow the same logic to pin down the effect of term limits reform. Support for the Chamber
among newly elected legislators increased by 4.4 points more than among continuing legislators, but this might in
part reflect greater resistance to the influence of the top two by more experienced politicians who know how to
manage the new pressures without giving much ground. While this evidence supports the idea that term limits
reform played some role, it is not clear exactly how large that role was.
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TABLE 2
On Chamber of Commerce issues, newly-elected Democratic legislators have moderated more than continuing legislators
Pre-reform
average

Post-reform
average

Difference
(post –pre)

Difference with
redistricting effects
removed

Continuing

22.8

26.4

3.6*

2.9*

Newly elected

24.0

33.3

9.3*

7.3*

Continuing

90.7

93.1

2.4*

1.1

Newly elected

92.4

92.6

0.2

1.3

Democrats

Republicans

SOURCES: California Chamber of Commerce (Chamber of Commerce scores); Chris Tausanovitch and Chris Warshaw (district presidential
vote 2008); Daily Kos (district presidential vote 2012).
NOTES: The Chamber of Commerce scores shown in the table are adjusted as described in Groseclose et al. (1999). “Difference with
redistricting effects removed” represents the difference after matching pre-reform to post-reform on district presidential vote.
* Statistically significant at 95% confidence level

It is also important to note the absence of any moderation for Republicans. The initial results suggest, if anything,
that both continuing and newly elected Republicans are now more conservative, and this difference is far larger
for continuing than for newly elected legislators. After accounting for district partisanship, any distinction
between continuing and newly elected Republicans disappears, leaving both groups modestly more conservative
than before. Unlike Democrats, Republican legislators have become less moderate, and term limits appear to have
played no role in the change.
One way to better understand the role of term limits is to examine similar data for the California congressional
delegation. Because the change in term limits did not apply to California’s US representatives, and because the
DW-Nominate ideology scores for Congress can be tracked over time (Poole and Rosenthal 1997), we can look at
the entire congressional delegation rather than just the representatives who were newly elected after 2012. The
results, shown in Table 3, show no change for Republicans and only a modest shift for Democrats. In contrast to
the state legislature, the congressional caucuses do not seem to have been ideologically affected by redistricting
reform. This is consistent with a top-two effect for Democrats in both the state legislature and the House. The
differing degree of moderation in the House and state legislature indicates that term limits might be having a
moderating effect on Democratic state legislators.

TABLE 3
California’s US House delegation has not shifted much ideologically
Pre-reform
average

Post-reform
average

Difference
(post–pre)

Difference with
redistricting effects
removed

Democrats

-0.44

-0.41

0.03

0.03

Republicans

0.49

0.49

0.00

0.00

SOURCES: Voteview (DW-Nominate ideology scores); Chris Tausanovitch and Chris Warshaw (district presidential vote 2008); Daily Kos
(district presidential vote 2012).
NOTES: DW-Nominate scores shown in the table are derived from congressional roll-call votes. “Difference with redistricting effects
removed” represents the difference after matching pre-reform to post-reform on district presidential vote.
* Statistically significant at 95% confidence level
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We can further refine our understanding of the impact of reforms on California’s state legislators by placing it
in a national context. Both the Shor/McCarty and the DW-Nominate scores can be compared across states. In
Table 4, the differences from Tables 1 and 3 are shown in the context of changes in all other states. The increase
in moderation for Democratic state legislators is now much larger, and the change for Republicans is small but
more sensibly suggests that reform made Republicans more liberal. The same is true for the congressional
delegation, though the differences for both parties are generally quite small. As before, accounting for redistricting
reform eliminates much of the change (8 points out of 22) for legislative Democrats. However, it also cuts the
difference for congressional Democrats in half, and the Republican congressional difference by a third.
These contextual results reflect the fact that both Democrats and Republicans in other states have been polarizing
over the time period considered here. The fact that California’s representatives have not moved closer to the poles
or have moved slightly in a more moderate direction stands out in this broader context. The leftward movement of
state legislative Democrats in other states has been greater than the movement of any other group, recasting the
modest rightward movement of California’s legislative Democrats as a significant shift.
The estimates in Table 4 assume that, absent the reforms, California’s Democrats and Republicans would have
moved leftward and rightward by about the same amount as partisans elsewhere. But Figure 1 makes clear that
prior to the reforms California’s Democrats were among the most liberal—and its Republicans among the most
conservative—of any legislative caucuses in the nation. It is possible that the legislature had reached maximum
polarization and was not likely to become significantly more divided. If so, the estimates in Table 4 likely
overstate the role of the reforms, though it is difficult to say by how much.

TABLE 4
California’s moderation stands out in the context of other states
Difference compared to
other states

Relative difference with
redistricting effects
removed

Democrats

0.22*

0.14*

Republicans

-0.03

-0.05

Democrats

0.04*

0.02

Republicans

-0.03

-0.02

State legislature

Congress

SOURCES: Shor/McCarty Measuring American Legislatures ideal point data (ideology scores for state legislatures); Voteview (DW-Nominate
ideology scores for Congress); Chris Tausanovitch and Chris Warshaw (district presidential vote 2008); Daily Kos (district presidential vote 2012).
NOTES: The table shows difference-in-difference estimates from a regression with fixed effects for states and years. State legislature results use
Shor/McCarty scores and Congress results use DW-Nominate scores. “Difference with redistricting effects removed” represents the difference
after matching pre-reform to post-reform on district presidential vote separately for each state, calculating the difference, and then subtracting
the average difference for all states besides California from the difference for California. Standard errors were calculated by simulating 1,000
random draws from the mean and standard errors of each state’s matched difference.
* Statistically significant at 95% confidence level

These results suggest that Democrats in the legislature have moderated the most after the reforms. Change
among legislative Republicans or among either party in the congressional delegation has been minimal or
even in the wrong direction. Moreover, results of a recent companion analysis showed that the only other
state to have recently adopted the top two, Washington, saw no moderation in legislators of either party
(McGhee and Shor 2017).
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Have Campaign Donations Had a Moderating Effect?
Why did California’s Democratic state legislators moderate more than other groups covered by the top-two
reform? This is a difficult question to answer, but one possible moderating influence seems worth exploring:
a shift in campaign donations.
Although California’s legislature has long been under Democratic control, until recently it was possible for
Republicans to influence state policy because a two-thirds majority was required to increase taxes or pass the
budget. In 2010, Proposition 25 lowered the budget threshold to a simple majority, and in recent years Democrats
have achieved the two-thirds majority necessary to control taxes.
For interest groups and other donors promoting a right-of-center agenda, this shift in political dynamics has
arguably made Republican candidates less attractive. If Democrats are likely to remain in control of the legislative
agenda, it may make more sense for right-of-center donors to try to influence the kind of Democrats who are
elected rather than trying to replace Democrats with Republicans. At the same time, donors with a left-of-center
agenda have no reason to be as active on the Republican side. Their agenda would be much better served by
electing more Democrats than by electing even moderate Republicans. Moreover, this rationale would not apply
to the congressional delegation, since control of Congress is what matters, or to a state such as Washington, where
party control of the legislature is realistically in doubt.
This donating strategy makes sense with or without the electoral reforms discussed here. Indeed, it is hard to see
how it could be motivated by the new redistricting process and relaxed term-limits, since these reforms simply
increase the number of close races and make it possible for winning candidates to hold seats for longer periods.
However, the donating strategy does make more sense in the context of a top-two system. As discussed, the top two
makes it easier for a more moderate candidate to build a cross-party coalition in the primary. A conservative donor
could help moderate Democrats build that coalition by financing their campaigns. Strong evidence that conservative
donors have been switching sides under the top two might help explain the greater Democratic moderation.
To confirm this idea, we need to see a larger share of Democratic money coming from traditionally Republican
sources since the top two was implemented. It is the amount of money that matters, not the number of donors;
moreover, the Republican donations must be a larger share of total receipts, because simply receiving more
money from Republican donors should not matter if these Democratic candidates also receive more money from
traditionally Democratic sources.
In this analysis, the larger the share of money a donor gave to Republicans in the previous election cycle, the
more “Republican” the donor is considered to be in the current cycle. 4 I average the measure for each candidate’s
donors, weighted by the amount of money each donor gave. 5 The resulting number indicates how Republican a
candidate’s donor base was, with a low of 0 and high of 100.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of these numbers for Democratic legislators in primary elections before and after
reform. There is virtually no change: the average is 15.7 percent before reform and 16.4 percent after; the median

4

The most serious limitation of this measure is that can only be calculated for donors who can be identified as having been active in both election cycles. To address
this problem, I also conducted a “within-year” version of the measure that uses the share of donations to Republicans from the same election cycle to define
partisanship. The results for this measure are substantively identical; they are presented in Technical Appendix B for all sub-groups. Finally, I conducted a similar
analysis using the DIME (Database on Ideology, Money in Politics, and Elections) ideal points estimated from campaign finance donations. The results are virtually
identical to those of the partisanship measures.
5 These numbers include independent expenditures that are spent directly by the donor without coordinating with the campaign. Such expenditures have become a
significant part of campaign finance in California because they can be spent in unlimited amounts.
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is 13.8 percent before and 15.1 percent after. In Technical Appendix B, I present the same numbers for open seats
and for independent expenditures alone. The results are broadly consistent with the ones presented here.

FIGURE 3
Democratic legislators have not received more money from Republican donors since reform

SOURCES: National Institute on Money in State Politics; California Secretary of State.
NOTE: Data cover legislators elected from 2004 through 2014.

The numbers shown in Figure 3 are calculated for all primary candidates based on money received in the primary.
Figure 4 shows the relationship between these measures of campaign donations and voting behavior in the
legislature (as measured with the Shor/McCarty scores) for Democrats who were ultimately elected. In the postreform period, the solid dots indicate same-party races.
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FIGURE 4
The correlation between donations and voting patterns for Democratic legislators is about the same after reform

SOURCES: Shor/McCarty Measuring American Legislatures ideal point data (ideology scores for state legislatures); National Institute on
Money in State Politics (campaign finance data); California Secretary of State (campaign finance data and same-party races).
NOTE: Data cover legislators elected from 2004 through 2014, and include only newly-elected legislators in each time period.

The results suggest that the relationship between these two measures is imperfect at best. Democrats who receive
a lot of Republican money are about as conservative in their roll-call voting as those who receive very little, and
there are many Democratic legislators with conservative records who have received mostly Democratic money.
The results also suggest minimal change after the reforms, even among those who were elected in same-party
contests. This indicates that if the top two has contributed to higher levels of conservatism in the Democratic
caucus, the change was largely unrelated to the amount of Republican money candidates have received since the
reform was implemented.
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Conclusion
California has engaged in a flurry of political reform over the past ten years. Three of the reforms—an
independent redistricting commission, relaxed term limits, and an open primary system—were promoted at least
in part for their potential to encourage moderation and deal-making in the California legislature.
This report suggests that there has been some increase in moderation among the Democratic legislative caucus but
very little change in the Democratic congressional delegation or among any Republican representatives. These
findings confirm some earlier analysis of the reforms (Grose 2014). The evidence suggests that all three reforms
have played a role, though it does not allow us to determine precisely how much each reform has contributed.
Moreover, while I have made every effort to account for other potential causes, the best we can say is that the
available evidence supports the idea of some effect from each reform. After only three elections under the
reforms, we cannot dismiss the possibility that the changes emerged through chance alone.
The inconsistent evidence of a moderating effect remains a puzzle. Why did only the Democratic state legislators
become more moderate? One possible explanation—increased campaign support from traditionally Republican
sources—seems unlikely based on the evidence. The absence of a clear answer to this question should make us
even more cautious about extrapolating too much from California’s experience thus far. What appears to be an
effect of the reforms might instead be a random change with no long-term consequences. The state’s Democratic
caucus was among the most liberal in the country, so the odds of a shift in a more moderate direction were
probably good even without reform.
Supporters of these reforms made other arguments about their potential impact, and this report does not examine
any of those claims. But the evidence presented here suggests that, to the extent that their goal was to increase
moderation—and specifically to encourage diverse coalitions in legislative roll-call votes—the reforms have
produced some of the desired result.
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